10 Tips For Discovering If A Beauty School
is For You
1. How is the energy and atmosphere (upon entering)? Does it
match yours? And do you feel comfortable?
We all know what it feels like to enter into a place and either
feel welcomed or like ‘where’s the nearest exit? And depending on
which category you fall in determines the energy of the
establishment. No one wants to be in a place where they don’t fit!
Now be sure to continue with the next tips because there’s nothing
worse than being ‘duped’ with great ‘false’ energy at first to find
out...No Bueno!!!

2. Ask to sit in on a class.
Asking to sit in on a class during theory or at least being able to
sit in on one during your tour (for an extended amount of time)
allows you to see how the class is facilitated and if the educator
appeals to your learning style. A class that is well organized

from the lesson plan, to the delivery and student engagement;
makes for a superior learning environment. So by now, if the
school’s environment feels great and you can learn what you need
to succeed; continue.
3. Visit at least 2 times! (On a slow day and a busy day)
Visiting a school more than once and especially on two different
days, make for a well-rounded visit. You get to see how the
school and students operate with and without clients. is the salon
floor busy doing clinical/practical work? Or is it a ghost town
of unengaged students? Answering this question will let you know
if the school prepares you for every financial circumstance in the
real world. Are they perfecting their ‘craft’ w/o clients so that
when and if a client shows, the finished product is a reflection of
said practice.

4. Ask about curriculum and how in depth each subject is
covered. Will there be field trips, guest educators, etc.? And
how often?
Gaining the understanding of what will be taught and how
in-depth each lesson will go gives you the confidence that after

said module or lesson, you’ll be ready to continue to the next. A
student must be certain that if a lesson/technique is not easily
understood, the educator is  willing (alongside a much more
willing student) to assist the student until understanding is
reached! On top of that, to make learning more interesting, guest
educators are brought in to give students a different look into
the industry world outside! They should be brought in quarterly.
Field trips in addition to those guest educators are what cement
what’s being taught in the school.
5. Talk to current students (not staff)!
Talking to current students can make your choice slightly
difficult but unbiased. Making sure to have conversations
w/different ones will help you get the feeling of the school
through different perspectives. Now don’t worry if the student
most eager to talk to you is the one with the most disdain because
after all, you are at the step where you understand if the school
is a fit for you with the exception of a few more answered
questions. Sometimes, the happiest student is the most unprepared,
while the most frustrated is the one who feels they weren’t
challenged or taught enough! So listen with your ears

and your heart.
6. What benefits are offered to alumni? (Job placement, State
Exam Prep, Refresher Courses?)
Is the alumni still welcomed to return to the school for extended
learning, job placement, etc? Many times if a student leaves
school and fails the state exam(s) or for some reason fails to
even attempt them, what’s needed is a refresher. Is the school
willing to allow the student to return for more training at $0
COST?
7. Is the school accredited by the Department of Education?
If the school is accredited, grants and other aides are usually
available. Newly opened schools are usually on a cash pay basis.
And while that may seem far-fetched, don’t discount the smaller
start-up schools because the education could excel the more
established ones.

8. What's included in the tuition? And is Financial Aid
available?
Knowing what’s included in the tuition is a major key to attending
school. Does the tuition cover the kit, books & materials? Having
this information will equip you with the understanding of whether
or not any upfront and out-of-pocket costs are necessary.
9. What types of clients are primarily served?

You will want to know if the clientele that is serviced at the
school is diverse. People from different ethnicities and
backgrounds with a variety of hair types make for a well-rounded
stylist! Be ensured that you’ll  get a fair chance to work on all
hair types to greater your chances of success in the industry.
10. Do Your Research. Check Reviews. Secret Shop!
When you do your research by looking at reviews from all angles;
student testimonials, clients (satisfied or unsatisfied), and how the
school handles those reviews; on top of you secret shopping the
school, the chances of you picking a school that’s best for
you-INCREASES! How do you secret shop? Make an appointment to
get a service done and absorb all that’s going to fall in your lap.
You’ll be surprised at what you learn as a ‘client’.
So… take in all you can, making sure to get every step and
question answered. Give yourself a couple of days to think it over.
Maybe even check out another school to compare the two.
(Remember to follow the same steps above.) Get with your family
and close friends to help you in your decision. After all, these
people will be your support system.
When this is completed…Sign-up! Attend school and finish! Go be
great and take the beauty industry BY STORM!!!

